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Editorial 
"You've never had it so good." So the Prime Minister, Mr Whitlam, and his Ministers assure 

us from time to time, giving the impression that present high prices for primary produce are an 
achieved result rather than the result of fortuitous circumstances. Is this a valid concept and, if sa, 
and more importantly, is it a continuing concept? I suggest that, insofar as the Dried Fruits 
Industry is concerned, the answer to both questions is No. 

While it is difficult to obtain a fair standard on which to compare Industry prosperity against 
overall national prosperity, A.D.F.A. statistics show that the high prices of Season 1973 have 
only brought growers b~ck to a comparative economic level they enjoyed 20 years ago. 
Certainly Dried Fruits growers ~ave enjoyed an increasing income over the past 20 years but so, 
on average, has every Australian wage earner. 

For instance, in 1954 the average annual wage earnings by males in Australia was $1700.40. 
In the same year Sultana prices had dropped to a five-year low, with the average sweatbox 
return to Sunraysia growers being down to $184.17 per ton. At this rate per ton a grower had to 
produce 9.2 tons of Sultanas to receive a gross income equal to the male average annual 
earnings for the year. 

In 1973, with prices at an all-time high growers are anticipating receiving up to $506 per ton 
sweatbox. And the average male wage earnings has increased to $5278. At $506 per ton, a 
grower will now need to have produced 10.4 tons Sultanas to achieve an income equal to the 
national average. This hardly suggests that the Dried Fruits Industry has increased its prosperity 
beyond the relative position it enjoyed in 1954. 

Admittedly, many growers have increased their individual prosperity level, but this has been 
achieved by better farm management, increased production per acre, and by a greater 
contribution of their own labour. In other words, if a grower has increased his economic position 
disportionate to the average wage earner it is because of his own greater contribution. In how 
many industries can employees truthfully state that their individual contribution is greater today 
than it was twenty years ago. 

D Mr N. D. Honan, Director. B.A.E., in his opening address to the 1974 National Agricultural 
Outlook Conference suggested that the present boom in agricultural prices was an unexpected 
peak in an otherwise declining plane. The "You've never had it so good" is repeated with 
reduced emphasis, but the concept is now strictly short-term. I believe that it is on this basis that 
th·e Industry must determine its future policy. 

We know from past experience that, eventually, there will be a year of co-inciding high 
production in each of the major producing countries. We also know that the determining factor in 
export price levels is the policy adopted by Greece and Turkey in relation to their productions. 

We know that price reductions do not increase the long-term overall consumption of Dried 
Vine Fruits, a lesson of history, which unfortunately, Greece and Turkey usually choose to 
ignore: We can anticipate then that, as soon as their stocks commence to increase, either 
Greece or Turkey will attempt to maintain sales by price reductions. And we know that other 
countries, inclUding Australia, would be forced to follow. · 

We also know from recent history how dependent Australian industry is on international 
shipping. Sharp increases in costs have been experienced during this season and, 
season-by-season, further increases are inevitable. 

And so the future trading pattern, the increases in both production and marketing costs and 
the probable declin13 from present high prices are determined, not by the Australian industry but 
by factors completely outside its control. · 

Is my assessment valid or do we accept the more optimistic view of Mr Whitlam? It is 
essential that growers decide. 

At Federal Council 1974 delegates must express their Branch's opinion in respect to The 
A.D.F.A. opening negotiations with the Commonwealth Government for a new Stabilisation Plan 
to commence in Season 1976. And in instructing their delegates growers must decide which . 
concept to accept: 

As the Chinese say "It's very difficult to forecast- particularly about the future." 

• DRIED FRUITS NEWS 
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Chairman. 
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Weather damage 
The extent of weather damage to Season 1974 productioh is, 

unfortunately, more extensive than originally thought. Apricot 
production is down to 1 ,440 tons with a corresponding reduction 
in other varieties of Tree Fruits. 

Prunes suffered heavily from late rains and the expected 
harvest is now assessed at below 2,300 tons with less than 2,000 
tons suitable for the Australian market. 

Currants and Raisins are also expected to be below Australian 
reQuirements. 

The Sultana pack, originally assessed at 65,000 tons, is now 
expected tO be below 60,000 tons. 

Sultana quality 
competition 

The Victorian Dried Fruits Board will a!;Jain -conduct a Sultana 
quality competition during 1974 Season. 

All light-type Sultana deliveries of one ton or more produced 
and packed in Victoria will be eligible for inclusion in the 
competition.· All eligible deliveries will be automatically entered 
in the competition. 

Two sections will again apply to the competition- Sunraysia 
(including Robinvale) with a prize valued at $50, and Mid-Murray 
with a prize valued at $25. 

In addition, a separate competition will be held for Natural 
Sultanas from both areas, and for which a prize of $25 has been 
allocated. 

Fruit will be judged on all aspects of quality defined in the 
Dried Fruits Regulations quality specifications- colour, flavour, 
body, texture, size, curing and cleanliness. 

Final judging will be conducted by the Board's Senior Grader, 
Mr N. A. Eddie. 

It is proposed that the Awards will be presented at Gadget Day 
at lrymPie in July next. 

The Board's Chairman, Mr G. V. Tolhurst, said that the last 
competition showed the importance of quality in fruit. In the best 
entries, grit content as determined by th'e C.S.I.R.O. method was 
interestingly low and showed, that, with careful attention on the 
part of growers, it is possible to produce quality grit-free fruit. 

He added that the Board hoped that there would be keen 
competition between growers in the final selection this year and 
that, because of this. the Senior Grader's task would be even 
harder. In addition, the new competition for Naturai~Sultanas 
would help to highlight the quality aspects desirable in this 
recently-produced variety. 

UNITED KINGDOM REPORT 

Metric mix-up 
We goofed, of .course. Someone, somewhere, changed the 

symbol but forgot to do the necessary conversion. The 
assessment by Landaeur & Co. that it might land Season 1974 
Australian Sultanas at about $350 per ton should have read 350 
pounds ($550) per ton. 

E.C.B. opening prices to the United Kingdom, which are in 
excess of Pound Sterling 400 per ton C.!. F., now suggest that 
Landaeur's assessment may have contained an element of 
wishful thinking. 
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Salinity 
The article by Mr M. W. D. Firth was prepared in support of the 

Federal Council resolution that the Board of Management seel< 
Government assistance "for long~term low interest loans for the 
installation of sprinkler or other methods capable of uniform 
application by irrigation of established owner~operated 
horticultural properties along the River." 

It was intended that the article receive initial publication in this 
issue. However, on March 6 last the Victorian Minister for 
Agriculture, Mr lan Smith, issued a press statement warning of 
the threat to irrigation in the Goulburn and Murray irrigation 
districts because of rising water table levels and, in order to 
receive maximum publicity for The A.D.F.A.'s submission, the 
article was released immediately to city and producing area 
papers. 

At the same time copies of The A.D.F.A. submission to the 
Government, together with a copy of Mr Firth's article. were sent 
lo all members of Commonwealth and State Parliaments whose 
electorates could be affected by the salt problem. 

The response to date has been very good. 

MASS (amount of material) 
is """""''ed In kilograms (kg) 
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MURRAY RIVER IRRIGATION AREAS 
ARE THEY SELF-DESTRUCTING ? 
M. W. D. FIRTH. Chairman. A.D.F.A. Salinity Committee. 

The history of irrigation in the drier areas of the ancient and modern world is frequently one of ultimate 
failure. Thriving communities dependent on irrigation for life have buill up, only to decline and disappear. The 
irrigation communities which existed in ancient time on the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers are but two examples. 
Babylon and Ur were two such cities. While social decline and disorder were among the factors which led to 
the destruction of these early civilisations, modern archeological studies suggest that salinity was the ultimate' 
cause. 

Irrigation gave birth to the communities, salinity - its inherent co-partner - destroyed them. 

Can this happen in Australia? The answer, unless countered bv 
massive spending on deep drainage and improved irrigation 
techniques is a frightening YES. 

The original saline soils laid down by an ancient sea and the 
arid climate which is believed to have existed in the area over 
some 40,000 years, provide the potential to major salinity 
problems in the Murray basin, i.e.-

*the basic soils have a natural high salt content; 

*rainfall is insufficient to provide deep s'?il leaching; 

*sub-surface waters are highly saline; 

* natural drainage is poor; 

*river flow, except in time of flooding, is too slow and flooding 
occurs too infrequently, to provide adequate flushing of the 
river netvvork. 

Before the introduction of irrigation into the Murray Valley the 
natural sub-surface flow of river water was away from the river 
into deep sand beds below river level. 

Irrigation changed this pattern. 

Firstly, by the building of dams and weirs which increased river 
heights. Each dam created a hydrological head, or pressure, 
which increased the flow into the deep sand beds, and also 
caused a shallow sub-surface flow around the dam with 
irlcreased-saline back flows into the river. 

Secondly, the continued irrigation of the area increased 
shallow sub-surface flows,. raised the height of district 
water-tables and, in some places, created water mounds which 
are alreadys well above river level. The higher the water tables 
and mounds become, the greater will be the deep sub-surface 
inflow back to the river. And these deep sub-surface waters may 
have a salt content in excess of 40,000 p.p.m. Sea water is 
usually rated at 35,000 p.p.m. 

In referring to the shallow sub-surface inflows Simon Pels in 
"The Hydrogeology of the Lower Murray Irrigation Areas", 
states: \ 

\ "From present knowledge of the phenomenon of water quality 
deterioration in the Sunraysia sector ofthe River Murray may be 
summarised as follows: 

A salinity increase of the order of 100 p.p.m. T.D.S, occurs in 
the 12 mile sector immediately ·downstream of Mildura Weir. 
Commonly occurring average salinity Values are 175 p.p.m. at 
the start of this sector and 275 p.p.m. at the downstream end. 
This represents a salinity increase of 60 per cent over this 
relatively short !Eingth of the river and amounts to a salt load 
increase of 100,000 tons per annum. This, in turn, represents 
about one quarter of all salt accessions to the remaining length 
of the River Murray." 

Messrs Gutteridge, Haskins and Davey, in their report to the 
River Murray Commission comment on both problems: 
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"The problem of river pollution in Sunraysia is essentially one 
of ground water flows, in contrast to the upstream regions where 
pollution results chiefly from surface run off and drainage flows, 
and this ground water inflow contributes an annual salt load of 
100,000 tons to the river. The natural ground water gradient to 
the river is slight, but steep local gradients have been created by 
ground water mounds beneath the irrigation areas and for this 
reason it may be possible to gain major reductions in salt 
pollution by means of local ground water control schemes. 
However, these schemes can only provide a partial solution as 
drainage flows contribute perhaps a third of the total inflow in 
the region, and it is essential that future efforts be direCted 
towards the control of ground water flows." 

In the Coomealla area, ground water levels have increased by 
10 ft. since 1952, a rise of approximately 6 in. each year. In 
Merbein water mounds of up to 40 ft. above normal river level 
.already exist. 

Mr Groot Ovink in a C.S.I.R.O. paper says: 

"In the Merbein irrigation districts some parts of the irrigation 
area have a lower surface level ... inspection of these low lying 
areas has shown that in some vineyards .water is continuously 
discharging from tile drains even during the period without 
irrigation. Water· samples taken from these drains in August 1968 
in a period of non-irrigation contained 9,000 p.p.m. of total 
soluble. salts. This water must be orgininated from the upward 
pr~ssurk of active ground water." 

~he dause, ·of course, is self-generating. The present most 
cOmmon form of irrigation is wasteful in water usages and 
creates stress- conditions in soil water movement which cannot 
be met by normal property drainage. The greater the usage of 
irrigation water. the quicker will be the build-up of sub-surface 
waters. 

If unchecked, the ultimate may be the reduction of the River 
Murra~. below Sunraysia to a sterile saline channel, or the death 
of Sunraysia itself. 

Is such a result necessary? With modern technology and 
knowledge - No. But to ensure the long-term answer is No, 
remedial measures must be introduced within the very near 
future. These include: 

A. An immediate· cessation to the granting of additional major 
water rights tor intensive agricu!lture until control measures 
have proved effective in reducing salinity. 

B. An increase in river flows, particularly during dry periods, 
to dilute _present saline inflows. 

C. Intercepting engineering wOrks and deep forced drainage 
to reduce sub-surface inflows and water tables. 
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D. Improved farm management by the use of spray, trickle, or 
other Controlled methods of irrigation. Spray irrigation, for 
instance, is estimated to reduce water usage by 20 per cent and, 
by relieving the loads imposed on drainage systems by furrow 
irrigation, improve property drainage by up to 50 per cent. Other 
controlled forms of irrigation may be even more efficient. 

Improved farm management will, of course, go far beyond a 
change in irrigation techniques. The majority of irrigation 
dlstricts along the river have community pumping schemes 
necessitating water being allotted on a roster basis. Such 
schemes do not permit the optimum flexibility needed for correct 
tirriing and frequency_ of irrigation. This fact .is particularly 
important when related to our somewhat extreme and erratic 
climatic conditions as the effect of salt toxicity on plants 
increases with increases in temperatures. 

Also, a large proportion of soil types under horticultural 
irrigation, while being highly productive. do not have the 
permeability necessary ft;X adequate leaching when using. water 
with salt content above a certain limit. 

Even under the best of farm management conditions the 'first 
aim must be for saiHree, or a low salt content, irrigation waters. 

The cost of these controls and improvements? Well, every 
proposal has a cost and this is no exception. To take the above 
points in order: 

*The cost of A is nil, except for some loss of water sales by the 
relevant State Departments. 

*The cost of B and C will not be light, but it is a national cost 
against which must be balanced the future viability of the 
Murray irrigation industries and the future development of 
South Australia. The Murray Valley from Swan Hill to Murray 
Bridge, the area within which the Dried Fruits Industry is 
situated, is a highly productive region with some quarter million 
acres under irrigated agriculture. It earns an estimated gross 
farming income of about $95m annually and supports a total 
population of over 100,000 people directly, or indirectly, 
associated with agriculture. The capital cities of Melbourne, 
Sydney, and Adelaide are largely dependent on its products 
for their food supplies. 

The imPortance of this area cannot be viewed in isolation. 
As a major food supplier, and an earner of export income, it 
serves a national purpose. Its problems must receive national 
consideration. 

*The cost of Dis at present estimated by The A.D.F.A. Salinity 
Committee at some $15m, which could be spread over a 
10-year period and made available to growers as long-term 
low interest loans. On this basis the cost to the Government 
for this item would then be \)il. 

The AD.F.A. believes that points A and Dare immediate and, 
as farm management depends largely on receiving waters of 
reasonable quality for irrigation, it is preferable that points Band 
C also proceed immediately. At least they cannot be delayed for 
too long. 

The .?IJII/1/ D. \t\1'. T ""Rem1wm. 'the world\ lar<.!_el'f ami fa1·w~1 rP{rh!£'mted comainer .l"hitJ. 

[Photo courtesy of Melbourne Harbour Trust) 
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A SIMPlE METHOD OF WORKING 
VINE ROOTSTOCKS 
By E. C. Blanch and R. S. Sproule, Department of Agriculture. N.S.W. 

There are many methods of grafting and budding vines, however few measure up to 
the requirement of being a simple, nursery technique that will produce a grafted rootling 
during a single season, thereby, eliminating the need to carry vines into a second season 
before they are budded. · 

Field grafting methods have been attempted but these have 
not proved satisfactory due to 

(1) Low percentage of "takes" 
(2) Extremely high labour component 
(3} The time (at least two, possiblY three or more seasons) 

taken to establish a fully grafted area. 

For these reasons field grafting is to be avoided. All working of 
vines should be carried out in the nursery to ensure that, at 
planting, all vines are worked and ready for training onto the 
trellis in the year of planting. The vigour imparted from the stock 
usually make this possible. 

The following method developed at the Horticultural Research 
Station, Dareton, is applicable to a grower wishing to produce a 
few hundred budded vines or a nurseryman working in 
thousands. 

In essence this involves taking the cuttings, subjecting them to 
bottom heat to develop roots during the winter months. planting 
in a nursery row, budding during early to mid-summer. planting 
out in the field in July/August and training onto the wire that 
season. 

Steps involved in producing budded vines .by this method 
are:-

(1) Taking the Cuttings 

Cuttings are taken in early June after the leaves 'have fallen. 
These are cut about sixteen to eighteen inches long, slightly 
longer than normal, to allow the union of the stock and scion to 
be ~ell above gro~nd le_vel. If this union is covered by soil then 
rooting from the sc1on w1ll occur, eventually taking over from the 
stock.. When this occurs the desired effect oft he stock is lost. 

It is impo~tant that cuttings are not left to dry out before 
planting in the bottom heat bed. 

(2) Preparation of the Cuttings 
The top and bottom buds are left intact, the others are 

removed, taking care to ensure the auxiliary buds are not 
missed. This ·can be done with a sharp knife or a grinding wheel. 
The removal of these buds preventS developmennt of shoots 
from the stoCk which can be of considerable nuisance in later 
years. 

(3) Callousing and Root Development of the Cuttings 
This can be achieved by the use of bottom heat to Cuttings 

during June, July, August. The cuttings may be placed in a 
properly constructed bottom heat bed for nursery work or 
alternatively growers can construct a unit to produce bottom 
heat on small scale for a couple ;of dollars. The construction of 
such a unit is discussed latet. The ideal· temperature is 
approximately seventy degrees (70 deg. F). Cuttings should be 
place·d upi"Tght in a moist four to fiVe inch sand bed and subjected 
to bottom heat from early in June. The sand medium should be 
treated with a sterilising agent such as Dexon {R). Care should 
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be taken to keep it only moist. Overwatering will encourage 
rotting of the developing roots. Cuttings should be removed from 
hot bed when roots are well developed, about the end of August 
and planted in a nursery row where they can be well watered and 
cared for. 
(4) Storage of Budwood 

Scion wood may be taken in July and stored, wrapped in plastic 
in the crisper section of a refrigerator until ready for use. The 
temperature in this section is in the vicinity of 80 deg. C. or 46 
deg. F. The type of wood taken for budding should be of a 
comparable diameter to the stocks. 

(5) Time of Budding 
Budding may be commenced when the stock is making active 

growth. This is towards the end of October and may continue 
using stored wood until the current seasons growth begins to 
harden (January). Once the current seasons wood has 
commenced to harden this can be taken as scion wood and has 
given very good results. Late buds that burst, often do not 
harden off sufficiently before winter so there is little point in 
cont'muing propagation beyond the end of February. Those that 
remain dormant may or may not "take"- in the Spring and are 
therefore undesirable as it may reqUire field working if they are 
planted out -as dormant buds. 

(6) Budding 
The method used is a chip bud. This is carried out as high as 

practicable on the cutting in the nursery. 

The accompanying diagrams show the method used. The bud 
is cut from the scion and is approximately one and a half inches 
long. This is matched against_ the stock for size and +'I similar cut 
is made. The bud is then bound firmly in place with plastic 
leaving the bud exposed. A little grafting mastic is used around 
the side of the bud, not covered by plastic, to exclude air and 
prevent drying out. 

The top bud of the stock is left to grow until the scion bud 
takes. If growth from the top bud is too vigorous it may be 
lopped back. The ·top section of the stock is removed afte~. -the 
scion bud has burst The plastic should be left on to give support 
to the scion while the union is developing. 

Construction Of a Bottom Heat Unit 
Two units can be made out of one 44 gallon drum. The drum is 

cut intO three through the reinforcing rings, channels and the 
middle section is then cut in half. 

One of the middle halves is then spot welded to one of the 
ends giving a rise of. about six inches above the head of the 
drum which can' be filled with sterilised river sand or other 
rooting medium. 

The heating unit is a light bulb in a socket on a wooden base, 
covered with a half gallon ice-cream container, in which a few 
holes have been punched around the top. 

This unit is painted with a flat black paint to radiate the heat 
produced by the light bulb. 
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It is important to use this heat as efficiently as possible and 
therefore the unit should be placed on sisalation or some 
insulating material to prevent heat loss through the- floor. The 
underneath portion of the drum should be painted a flat black to 
absorb the heat, while the sides should be insulated to prevent 
heat loss. 

A hole with a cork in the side of the unit provides a handy 
cheCk on whether or not the light bulb is functioning. 

Operation 

A 75 watt light bulb provides sufficient heat to raise moist river 
sand to 70 deg. F. This _may vary slightly below at night and 
slightly above during the day. It is important that a cheCk be kept 
on the temperature by using a thermometer placed in medium 
with the ~uttings. 

The bulb should be checked regularly to ensur"e it has not burnt 
out. This can be done simply by having an inspection hole with a 
cork in the side of the unit. 

The method described has given excellent results at the 
Horticultural Resfiv -· .... h Station, Dareton and many grafted vine 

rootlings have been produced for distribution to growers as small 
trial plantings_. The advantages of having a grafted vine ready for 
training over the laborious, and often unsuccessful, field working 
is obvious. 

Salinity goes metric 
Salinity, previously ·recorded as parts per million (p.p.m.) 

sodium chloride will, in future, be recorded as E.C. (electrical 
conductivity) units. One E.C. unit approximates 0.64 p.p.m. 
T.D.S. {tota~ -dissolved solids) or 0.43 p.p.m. NaC1 (sodium 
chloride). 

The recording unit of p.p.m. has also given way to milligrams 
per litre (mg/1) which is, in fact, 1 p.p.m. 

Some examples are:-

E.C. Units 
100 
250 
500 

1000 

mg/1 (p.p.m.) 
T.D.S. 

64 
160 
320 
640 

mg/1 (p.p.m.) 
NaC1 

43 
108 
215 
430 

Containerised transport and shipping is now an esSential pari of Dried Fruits marketiitg. 

(Photo courtesy the Victorian Department of Railways) 
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Sultana Rootstock research 
MR. SAUER, C.S.J.R.O., Merbein 

1. Progress to 1971 
In 1965 The A.D.F.A. gave a.grant to C.S.I.R.O. to assist with 

research on nematode resistant rootstocks. The grant was 
initially for three years, was renewed for a further three years. 
and will terminate in the current financial year. C.S.I.R.O. planted 
its first rootstock trial in 1960 and new trials are still being set 
out, but the financial assistance from the Industry enabled a 
series of 12 trial plots through the Sunraysia ·area on sand and 
sandy loam soils to be established in 1966. These plots we:re 10 
rows x 10 vines and each included nine stocks plus own rooted 
Sultanas. All scion material was from one Sultana clone. 
Altogether 12 different rootstocks were used; of these, Only five 
were included on every site. 

At this point we have harvest records for three years {ye.a.r.s- _3, 
4, 5} from these trials. Although we do not expect maximum 
production until the vines are seven or eight years old the 
results at this time are unequivocal, and in line with results from 
C.S.I.R.O.'s other rootstock trials. 

Naturally, a great mass of data has been accumulated from 
these trials but the results can be summarised in the simple table 
set out below. No results were obtained from one site because 
the trial plot was lost soon after planting through change of 
ownership. Management problems led to incomplete results on 
two other sites. The figures in the table relate to the remaining 
nine sites where records are complete, but I should add that the 
two sets Of incomplete results show the same pattern. 

The table sets out the average total yield (in pounds of fresh 
grapes) per vine over three seasons together with, in brackets, 
the average yield for years 3, 4, 5 in order. Thus the figures in 
brackets, allowing for errors due to rounding off, add up to 
approximately the first figure given for each stock. There is clear 
evidence of differences between stocks. 

Salt Creek ............... . 
Dogridge ................. . 
1613 .................... . 
101-14 ................ .' .. 
3306 .... ······ .......... .. 
Teleki C .................. . 
3309 ..................... . 
False 101-14 ............. . 
R99 ................ . 
R du Lot ................. . 
Sultana .................. . 
R 110 .................... . 
420A .................... . 

184 
142 
106 
104 
102 
98 
93 
82 
77 
74 
68 
55 
43 

(47,82.56) 
(37.65.40) 
(20.46.40) 
(19.42.43) 
(22.39.41) 
(15.42.42) 
(11.37.451 
(10,34,38) 
(14.31.32) 
(12,32.30) 
(14,27.27) 
(10.24.22) 

(4.19.20) 

There are a few points to be added q.bout these figures. 

(1) Normally we expect more fruit from a five-year-old vine than 
from a four-year-old. The 1971 yields were low, but of course 
these rootstock trials were not the only vines that were 
disappointing this year. 

(2) Root knot nematodes, citrus nematodes, and root lesion 
nematodes, are present in all the trial sites. The degree of 
infestation varies greatly. We can find no evidence at 
present that the. performance of any of the stocks has been 
affected by nematodes. On the other hand, Sultanas on their 
own roots have done about as well as most stocks on sites 
with few nematodes, but have failed {average total yields 
about 20 lb. or less) on sites heavily infested with root knot 
nematode. 

(3) Salt Creek has given the most grapes on seven of the nine 
sites- on the other two Dog ridge was slightly better. 

(4) The two champini stocks, Salt Creek and Dogridge, do 
particularly well in their third and fourth year as grafted 
vines. Our other results so far suggest that their advantage 
over other stocks decreases· as the vines mature, but that 
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they continue to outyield other stocks each year. A clearer 
picture will emerge as these trials grow older. 

You will know from reports of the Nursery Committee that 
commercial nurserymen and growers have experienced 
difficulties in propagating and grafting Salt Creek. Already the 
suggestion has been made that other stocks, not as good, may 
be easier to work and more appropriate to use. C.S.I.R.O., which 
does not use standard commercial techniques for propagating 
trial material, has not found particular difficulties with champini 
stocks - all our problems h8ve been with the relatively weak 
stocks R99, R110, 420A. BecauSe Australian viticulture 
generally has little experience with rootstocks and grafting it 
would appear that research into problems associated with 
grafted vines is needed to establish reliable systems for putting 
the best available plants within the reach of every grower. 

2. 1973 Summary 

Harvest 1973 saw the completion of regular- data collection 
from most of the Sultana rootstock trials, where plantings had 
reached the stage that results were predictable within the limits 
of variation due to seasonal conditions. Results of five harvests 
(years three to seven .in the vineyard) from the trials established 
with A.D.F.A. support confirmed early impressions that Salt 
Creek was the best rootstock. The average yield of all vines on 
Salt Creek for five years was over 30 kg fresh fruit (66 lbs.) per 
vine per year comPared with 12 kg for own rooted Sultanas. 
Dogridge averaged about 24 kg, many other stocks were in the 
range 18-20 kg, and three or four were below 15 kg. 

There was no evidence that yields from any rootstock were 
affected by nematodes, though own rooted sultanas were very 
weak on trial sites severely infested with root knot nematodes. 
Average yields were as low as three to eight kg per vine per year 
from nematode affected vines. Most stocks did show 
considerable stock-site interaction however, that is, they did 
much better in some trials than in others. This variation in 
performance from one trial site to another was lowest for Salt 
Creek and Dogridge. The reasons for stock-site interactions are 
not clear but it is significant that none of the variable stocks did 
as well as Salt Creek on any site. If we can eliminate or reduce 
their variability there is still no reason to prefer them to Salt 
Creek. The minimum yield increase obtained from Salt Creek 
over own rooted Sultanas in any trial was a little better than 40 
per cent on a site without root knot problems. 

There are still a few rootstocks, including Harmony, to be tested 
against Salt Creek under these conditions. The tests we are 
undertaking will not be as comprehensive as the trials already 
carried out, but it will still be at least three to five years before 
any evaluation is possible. Early indications are that Harmony 
will not do as well as Salt Creek as a Sultana stock on light soils. 

it must be emphasised that our results are only valid for Sultana 
scions, and then only on light soils - sands and light sandy 
loams - in Mallee areas under irrigation. They do not indicate 
that Salt Creek is the stock for Australian viticulture in general. 
Other stocks may be more satisfactory for other applications. For 
example, Dogridge is probably an over~vigorous stock in our 
trials, but it could well have potential as a stock for less vigorous 
scion varieties under the same conditions, or perhaps for very 
vigorous scions under non-irrigated conditions. For varieties 
more vigorous than Sultana, or in soils of heavier texture, it is 
possible that stocks less vigorous than Salt Creek may prove 
most satisfactory. 

There are good reasons to use Salt Creek as a Sultana stock 
on light soils in the Sunraysia area. As the Viticultural industry 
takes up the use of grafted vines, there is much research still to 
be done. 
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SULTANA VINE IMPROVEMENT 
A J. ANTCUFF, C.S.I.R.O. Merbein 

Clonal selection of Sultanas was started by C.S.I.R.O. in 1957 and by 1963 it was obvious that there Wi!re 
large differences between clones. With the help of the Departments of Agriculture of Victoria and Ni!w South 
Wales and under the auspices of an A.D.F.A. Committee plantings of clones H4, HS and M12 were I!Siablished 
from which particularly all of the Sunraysia requirements for rooted Sultana vines and grafting material are 
currently being met. Source areas of the three clones are now being established in South Australia and limited 
distribution has already started. 

Several small trials seeking further superior clones were 
started in 1962 and 1963. Although none were found better than 
H4, H5 and M12 some were equally good and smaller source 
areas of these have been planted for possible future use. 

All of these tricils were based on selection from a few areas of 
a relatively small number of vines on which very careful 
observations had been made. A much larger trial with a wider 
range of selection was planned in 1964 and the necessary 
preparations made in 1964 and 1965. Its planting and 
continuation was made possible by financial support from the 
AD.F.A and Department of Primary IndUstry from 1966 to 1972. 

Pfamin~ l'ine Clift in~~- with water iniectnr. 

The trial used a complicated statistical design (for which 
analysis by computer was necessary) to compare 182 clones. 
Yields of fresh fruit per vine were recorded for the five harvests 
from 1968 to 1972, and berry weight and sugar content for four 
of them. Very highly significant differences between clones were 
found in all respects. Unfortunately there was no evidence of 
clones superior to the three already in Commercial use but there 
were clear effects related to the presence of virus symptoms and 
the period on which selection was based. 

To study the differences further the 182 clones could be 
divided into three groups. The first comprised 43 clones 
selected on the basis of 9 to 12 years' yield data. Three of them 
H5, H11 and M12, had been in earlier trials and all. apart from 
M12, came from the same field in the C.S.I.R.O. Merbein 
vineyard. For the second group only four years' yield data was 
available at the time of selection but the 129 clones came from 
19 different vineyards. The remaining 10 clones were not 
selected on the basis of yield data but were included for various 
special reasons. For example two were from two vines which had 
survived near a grower's home from a few cuttings introduced as 
Thompson Seedless from California by the Chaffeys shortly after 
the Mildura settlement was founded. AI! commercial plantings, 
and hence all other clones, can be traced to an introduction from 
South Africa to South Australia in 1867. 
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A second classification of the clones could be made on the 
basis of virus symptoms. Indexing work since the trial was 
started has shown that some strains of leafroll virus can be 
recognised on Sultanas. On examining all clones in the trial 38 of 
the 43 clones in the first group were found to be free of such 
symptdnls, in contrast to only 25 of the 129 of the second group 
and three (including the two Thompson Seedless) of the other 
10 clones. 

Returning now to the yield data, the overall mean for the 
clones without symptoms was significantly highBr than that for 
the clones with symptoms, but the difference was greater for the 
group based on the longer period of selection. The means for 
the clones with -symptoms, 14.61 kg per vine for the five clones 
of the long period group and 14.77 kg per vine for the 104 
clones of the short period group .were not significantly different. 
For the clones without symptoms the mean of 18.48 kg per vine 
for the 38 in the first group was significantly greater than the 
17.17 kg per vine for the 25 in the second group. 

In the case of berry weight the presence of virus symptomt; 
was associated with -an increase. Again the period of selection 
made no difference for clones with symptoms, with means of 
1.694 per berry for the long period group and 1. 705 g per berry 
for the short. For the clones' without symptoms there was a just 
significant difference, the means being 1.651 and 1.626 g per 
berry respectively. Sugar content showed the usual inverse 
relation to yield, with no Suggestior that it waS; reduced by the 
strains of leafroll virus causing sympto1 •. s in these clones. 

While the effect of unrecognised virus infection cannot be 
rul"ed out the origin of the differences between the clones 
without symptoms in the two groups may well be genetic. In 
another experiment two vines with unusually small berries 
reproduced this character when propagated by cuttings but did 
not transmit it to a larger berried clone by grafting. 

Although no clones with higher yields than the clones used at 
present were found the best clones from this trial have been 
kept so that ·the possibility of their being superior in some other 
way (drying characteristics, for example) can be checked. 

"liUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIU!IIUUIUIIIIIIUIIIIIUUUittlllllll!ltiiiiii!IUUitii!UIIIItiiUIIUIIIIIIIIUIIItiiiiiii!UIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIfUIIIUIIIUI!; 

~ I 
AGIUCIJL TUML ENGINEERING 

CONFERENCE 
The Institute of Engineers, Australia, in co-operation with the 
University of New South Wales, proposes to sponsor an 

Agricultural Engineering Conference at 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW SOUTH WALES 

AUGUST, 27th to 30th, 1974 

The wide range of topics to be presented include. Farm 
Machinery. equipments and systems. Soil and Water. Energy 
Utilisation. Structures and Environmental Control. Food and 

Fibre Engineering. Agricultural Engineering Educatton 

I For further particulars please contact; ~ 
§ The Secreta~, The Institute of En~lneer~Australia, I 

t.,,.::,:.~~"::~,.:.~:.;.:.~:,::.::.~.~:,:.~:.~,·,:.::., ... :.:.:.: ... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i 
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Field grafting can be a success 
By R. S. Cadman, 1-lorticultural Officer, Victorian Department of 

Agriculture, Mildura. 

There they were! Six acres of three·year·old wine grapes, 
growing on Salt Creek and Dog Ridge nematodes-resistant 
rootstocks: a 99 per cent successful grafting program that would 
make many grape growers who had experienced problems with 
grafting these stocks green with envy. 

This is a success story you would find hard to better anywhere 
in Sunraysia. The growers who achieved this were the Bail 
Brothers of Beverford, near Swan Hill. 

They are wine grape growers and this planting was Clare 
Riesling, which is considered to be susceptible to rootknot 
nematode. - · ' 

The earlier plantings of this variety were on a sandy ridge and 
had been declining in yield for several years because of 
nematodes in the light soil. The Bails decided that any new 
plantings of this variety would be on nematode-resistant root 
stocks. 

Why were the Bails so successful? 
Maybe the answer was that they spent a lot of time in the 

training and maintenance of these six acres. They also used a 
grafting technique that has not been tested very much in 
Sunraysia. 

In Sunraysia, the most common field grafting technique is a 
spring graft or bud which is made with green wood during the 
second year after planting. Even by providing the best 
conditions possible before and after green grafting, the best that 
most giowers can hope for is an 80 percent strike. 

The Bails used a budding technique which is very popular in 
Europe and the United States. This is a chip bud and is taken in 
late summer to autumn. ·It has the advantage of allowing the 
rootstock to be budded in the ,first year. 

The stock grows away strongly during November and 
December and is ready to bud by February. This time of the year 
just before harvest, is a busy one, but usually there is a lull of a 
few days before picking starts. The Bails found that with good 
organisation they could bud a thousand vines a day with one 
person budding and two tying. · 

After planting, the rootstock is cut back to two buds; but only 
the best shoot is trained to the wire. 

In mid-February, scion wood is selected from mature canes 
that have become brown. 

It is very important to match the scion bud with an internode 
on the stock. The Width of the scion has to be narrower than the 
stock. 

The method of making the graft 
The chip bud should be 12 to 18. mm {Y2 to 3,4 in.) long. To take 

it, start the cut of the stock 6 mm {V4 in.) above the bud in order 
to leave a thin tail. Then cut 3 mm {Va in.) below the bud at an 
angle of 45 degrees, down to the previous cut. {See the diagram 
opposite.) Select a suitable internode on the stock 60 to 75 em 
(2.to zy, ft.) high and make a shallow cut the length of the bud. A 
second sloping cut is made so as to leave a protruding lip of 
bark. The bud must be matched to the size of the stock. 

The bud is secured by taping over the entire bud with pliable 
budding tape. 

The buds overwinter as dormant buds. In the following spring, 
as the bud swells, the tape has to be cut. The bud grows away 
and is trained alongside the existing stem of the rootstock. When 
the scion shoot hardens the stock is cut back. 
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\\ 

ll( 
Preparation of chip bud 

After-care 

Stock 

I I 

' ' 
Preparation of cut with 
lip at 45 ·to hold chip bud 

Once budding has been .completed, adequate irrigation and 
pest and diSease control are required. Regular disbudding also is 
important. Because growth is rapid, training must not be 
neglected, especially because of the strong winds which often 
blow during spring and early summer. 

The Bail Brothers said that their vines on rootstocks grew so 
vigorously that standard trelli'ses were not satisfactory, and 
growers who intend to use rootstocks, should let the vines make 
full use of their vigour by providing higher and wider trellises. 

If vine growers still prefer to bud or graft in the field it would 
be well worthwhile trying this technique. The spring grafting 
tends to be very soft and is susceptible to dehydration 
during hot weather in November and December. 

However, the ultimate success of the Bail's grafting method 
was adequate irrigation, frequent disbudding, and training the 
young growth. 

Repn'ntedfrvm the "Mallee Hvrtir:uftureDigesl. " 

MAY WE HELP YOU 

-with project material? 
-with teaching aids? 
-with recipes, leaflets and c:::ook books? 
-with a 16 mm colour film on Dried Fruits. 

WRITE TO: 

The Australian Dried·Fruits Association, 
Box 4524, G.P.O., 
Melbourne. 
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Vine improvement 
SA PROGRAMME 
ByJ. R. McCarthy, Research Officer, Viticulture, SA Department of Agdculture 

Until recently there has been insufficient attention given to vine 
certification and multiplication in South Australia. 

Countries like Germany, USA and France have well organised 
and high regulated vine improvement, certification and 
multiplication schemes. 

In SA growers have been frustrated in knowing that improved 
planting material is available, but being unable to obtain it in 
sufficient quantities. 

There has also been the concern that one cannot be certain 
that vines bought are true to label. 

South Australia is now instituting a scheme for vine 
improvement which will be controlled by the State Vine · 
Improvement Committee. 

This body will consist of representatives from the four regional 
vine improvement sub-committees (Riverland, Barossa Valley, 
Coonawarra, Langhorne Creek); Phylloxera Board and 
Department of Agriculture. 

The functions-of this State body will be: 

*To co-ordinate the activities of the various regional 
sub-committees and thus ensure uniformity of operation. 

*To determine the cost of cuttings from certified source areas, 

*To administer the State Vine Improvement and Multiplication 
and Distribution·Scheme. 

The Phylloxera Board will have the responsibility for approving 
the introduction of new varieties, rootstocks and clones into the 
State. and will also sponsor the Vine Improvement Trust Fund 
which will fund the operation of the regional sub-committees and 
receive money from the sale of certified cuttings. 

The Riverland Regional Vine Improvement group consists of 
growers, winemakers, nurserymen and Department of 
Agriculture officers. 

The role of the Riverland group is as follows: 

(1) To select high yielding, virus-free clones of needed grape 
varieties. 

(2) To select and approve sites for registered source areas. 

(3) Organise the collection, distribution and sale of cuttings from 
the registered source areas in collaboration with the 
Phylloxera _Board. 

(4) Promote the use of improved planting material. 

(5) Assist in the evaluation of new varieties and clones. 

(6) Develop close liaison with nurserymen and encourage 
nursery registration. 

Best Clones 
Source areas will supply the vine industry with cuttings of the 

best available clone or clones of each variety. 

The area needed for a source area will depend on the demand 
for the variety or clone. This will be determined by the regional 
vine improvement sub-committee. 

The source areas will be on growers· properties and the choice 
of sit'is will be in the hands of the regional vine improvement 
sub-committee. 

The vines to be planted in the source areas will be propagated 
by the Department of Agric~lture and the planting .supe!Vised. 

The growers who are selected to have these source areas 
must agree to the following: 
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*A proportion of cuttings from the vines are to be made 
available to the Riverland sub-committee for distribution and 
sale. 

*They will be paid for at a rate determined by the State Vine 
Improvement Committee. 

*The source area will be subject to periodic visual inspections 
for off-types. 

*They will be responsible for the management of the vine 
plantings and will be entitled to the crop obtained from it. 

A{l Vii-le' ·material frOm the source area will be bundled and 
have attached to it a white certification label. 

The certified vine material from the source areas will be sold 
to industry {growers and nurserymen) by the regional 
sub-committee working in collaboration with the Phylloxera 
Board. 

The following source areas will be planted out in the Riverland 
during winter 1974. 

Approx. 
Variety Acres 
Cabernet Sauvignon... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . a.4 
Shiraz (Top Clone) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 1Y2 
Rhine Riesling [T.C.).................... . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
Grenache [T.C.) ..... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . '14 
Sultana [T.C.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
Chen in Blanc [T.C.).................................. V. 
Gewuerz Traminer {Top Clone)..................... 1.4 

The Riverland Sub-Committee is currently considering sites 
for planting these source areas. 

Until cutting material from these source areas is available, the 
Department of Agriculture can make recommendations on the 
best planting material available for the next couple of years. 

Reprinted from "The Murray Pioneer." 

4. dnw•·llfl n( a mechanical hatTeHer (or wine ~rrl(ll'' 

(Photo courtesy '"The Murray Pioneer .' 
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Danger from spray drift 
By W: T. Parsons, B.Ag.-. Sc., Vermin and Noxio'us Weeds 
Destruction Board, Vict~ri8n Department of AgricUlture 

(Reprinted from the Journal of the Dkpartmenl of Agriculture, Victoria.) 
. ' 

The developmert of hormone-type weedicides (2, 4-D, M.C.P .A., 2, 4, 5-n over the past fifteen years has 
been one of the m!ljor advances in agriculture of this century. These materials have enabled the selective 
control of many broad-leafed weeds in crops, pastures and lawns, as well as providing effective control of 
hard lo kill woody perennials such as blackberriers and furze. 

As they ar-e non-ipoisonous, non-inflammable and 
non-corrosive, hormone-type weedicides would app~ar to be 
ideal materials to use,· but unfortunately they are not always 
selective to the desired extent. 

Even when applied at very low concentrations. they will 
seriously damage and .even destroy such crops as tomatoes, 
lettuce and grapes; and although application may be made at 
a considerable distance from such crops, damage can occur from 
fine particles drifting in air currents. 

To appreciate the major cause of trouble with these materials, 
some knowledge of their chemistry is requirred. Each of these 
materials is available in at least three forms- sodium salt, amine 
or ester, e.g., there is a sodium salt of 2,4-D, an amine of 2,4-D 
and an ester of 2,4-0. 

The sodium salt of 2,4-D is a crystalline material which must be 
dissolved in water before it can be applied as a spray. The amine 
form of 2,4-0 is a liquid which mixes readily with water to form 
the spray solution, while the ester form of 2,4-D is an oily 
material which is used as an emulsion with water. 

The ester form, being oily forms a vapour when exposed to the 
atmosphere and it is ln this form that it is most dangerous 
because the minute particles can drift large distances in the 
slightest wind. As a result of this drift, susceptible plants can be 
affected over a half mile from the point of application, and cases 
have even occurred where drift from aerial application is claimed 
to have affected plants 10 miles away. 

The sodium salt and the amine form do not produce vapours 
and there is no danger therefore of this type of drift with these 
materials. However. danger can arise from spray droplets from 
any spray solution being blown by the wind and the spray 
droplets should be kept as large as possible to minimise this. 

Precautions to avoid spray drift 
It is important to recognise that there are two types of spray 

drift: ' 

(a) Movement of vapour (as from esters). 

(b) Movement of spray droplets (as from any spray solution). 

Choose correct formulation 
Wherever possible a non-volatile formulation such as sodium 

salt or amine should be used. Some ester formulations are of 
lower volatility than others but these are not as safe as the 
non-volatile formulations. 

Avoid spraying in windy conditions 
Spraying should be carried out when there is light wind 

blowing away. from the susceptible crop. Obviously the greatest 
danger is when the wind is blowing towards the crop but even 
when there is no wind ester formulations are like_ly to vapourise 
over the treated areas and could drift considerable distances 
several hours later. Evening and early m::xning are most suitable 
for sPraying because at these times the wind is usually at a 
minimum. 

Avoid use of line spray particles 
Small spray particles are carried by air currents a greater 

distance than larger ones. Consequently care should be taken to 
ma~e the spray particles as coarse as possible. This is achieved 
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by redUcing the pressure of the unit to the lowest possible level 
consistent with a satisfactory spray pattern. For normal boom 
spraying, 30 to 40 pounds per square inch is quite satisfactory. A 
spray having as high a volume as possible should be used 
because low volumes consist of extremely fine particles of 
concentrated solution which are far more dangerous than the 
coarse spray. Flooding nozzles which form a fan spray as a result 
of the stream of spray solution striking a sloping face, produce 
coarse particles and resUlt in very little drift. 

Keep spray close to ground 
The boom or spray wands should be kept as close to the 

ground as possible because there is far less air movement near 
ground level than at a height of three to four feet. 

Hooded booms 
Hooded booms for reducing sPray drift are not common in 

Australia but are used to a limited extent in some overseas 
countries. The hood is usually made of a transparent plastic so 
that the jets can be watched at all times for blockages. 

Anti-drip devices 
One source of damage which is often not considered is the 

dripping of spray solutions from aircraft flying over susceptible 
crops. Anti-drip devices should always be used on aircraft used 
in the spraying of weedicides. 

Aerial applications 
Aerial application has several advantages over ground 
applications but it is more likely to produce drift problems for the 
following reasons: 

(a) the spray particles are discharged into the air at a greater 
height than with ground appliCators; 

(b) because of the low volume used per acre the droplets are 
very small and consist of highly concentrated material. 
Consequently aerial applications should not be made 
anywhere near susceptible crops. 

The Law 
There is a very definite legal responsibility placed on the users 

of hormone type weedicides. In a recent opinion, the Crown 
Solicitor stated: 

"If a weed-killing spray used by one person causes loss of or 
da:mage to the property of another person, there is a strong 
possibility that the person using the spray will be held liable for 
the loss or damage caused irrespective of whether he has been 
negligent in the mixing or application of the spray." 

NOTE: 
2,4-D is sold in Victoria in either the sodium salt, amine, or ester 

form. 

M.C.P.A. is sold as the sodium salt. 

2, 4, 5-T is sold in the amine or ester form. 
Editor's Note: Although this article was written in 1961 Mr Parsons advises that the 

information is still relevant. Newer chemicals have been developed. some of which 
include the risk of soil residuals and accumulations, but the effect of spray drift is still 
largely confined to the chemicals mentioned. 

An Act relating to the Spraying of Agricultural Chemicals from Aircraft has since 
been enacted in Victoria which prohibits the aerial spraying of herbicides within 10 
miles of defined horticultural areas. Sunraysia. Robinvale and Swan Hill are in such 
defined areas. 
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THE FKUIT WORLD OF AUSTRALASIA. 

The Australian Dried: Fruits Asso&latlon 

REPRESENTED BY 
The Mildura Growers' Union. 
The Mildura Dried Fruils' Association. 
The Mildura Co-operative Fruit Co. Ltd. 
The Renmark Packers' Union. 
Lyrup Village Association-represented 

by Mr. H. N. Rossell. 
Renmark-Moffatt and Baxter. 

Melbourne Agents-
Messrs. GoUin & Co. Pty. Ltd, represent

ed at Conference by Mr. A. E. Braund.; 
Thompson, Frazer; Ramsay Pty. Ltd., 

represented by Mr. R. H. Atkinson. 
Messrs. G. G, Crespin & Son, represented 

by Mr. G. H. C. Crespin. 
Messrs. McClure, Valentine & Co., 

represented by Mr. W. Murdoch. 
Messrs. Gibbs, Bright & Co., represented 

by Mr. H. W. Waterhouse. 
Messrs. DeGaris & Co. 

Adelaide Agents-
Messrs. G. Wood, Son & Co. represented 

by Mr. Peter Wood. 
Messrs. D. & ]. Fowler Ltd., represented 

by Mr. G. Fowler Stewart. 

THE MI-LDURA CO-OPERATIVE FRUIT 
COMPANY LIMITED. 

The half-yearly meeting of the shareholders tn 
the above was held recently, n·ports "The Culti
vator," in the Shire Hall, aud was wdl attended. 
The Chairman of Directors (~ r. A. L. 
McDonald) presided, 

The report read as follows:-" \'our company 
have r&eived account sales for 8~4 tons 10 cwt. 
2 qrs. I7 lbs. of this season's frmt, representing 
£43,720 ISs. Sd. gross, practically all of which ha!. 
been sold in the Commonwealth, and a further 
200 tons has been sold for delivery at stat(·J 
dates. 

In view of the fact that it is barely thret' 
months since the completion of the pack, it is 
satisfactorv to be able to report thitt so much 
fruit has -been !.old and accounted for or defl· 
nitely booked for clt'livery. The full sweat-box 
price has already been paid to currant growers, 
and 75 per cent. of the sultana payment~. and 
your directors are hopeful of being able to render 
linal returns for these at ;m early date. Final 
account sales ha\·e also be(·n rendered for apri
cots and peaches, and prat'ticallv all other lines 
outside vine products. -

The following details may be interesting:
Totals· pa:cked on account of Company--currants, 
1544 tons; sultanas, 645i tons; lexias, 618 tons; 
apricots, 27 tons; peaches, d toos; pears, 41 
tons; prunes, I! tons; figs, !i tons; almonds, 61 
tons; clusters, 15 tons. Grand total, I,.f8J tons. 
J'a,•kcd on account of other growers, 127 tons. 

Totals Accounted tor by Our Agents. 

Cnrants . . . . 
Sultanas . , . . . . 
Lexias .......... 
Lcxias, export l'.ondon. 
Apricots 
Peaches 
Pears .. 
Prunes .. 
.\lmonds 
Clusters .. 
figs .. 

Tons. <~.ross Va\U<!. 
ISO .£7858 3 .l 
497 :!CI,.f:l6 10 li 
14-1 554:1 lJ II 

I') 46o 7 J 
27 :1:159 3 II 
JJ JOO In Oj 

2.\ 157 l!j 7 
l 10 7 7 

li .pn l,l <> 
I~ 13/i R ll 
Jl 148 4 I 

Total . . 854~ .£43,7:lo 18 R 
These figures, we feel, disclose a very much 

better ~osition than lr generally thought.to exist 
at pre.sent In M II dura, with the ont' exception ot 
the raisin output. lour directors have given 
much thought to the raisin diffirulty, but, though 
many schemes have been suggested and dis
cus~t'd, no practical solution has been pn·sented. 

DlliED FllUITS. 
Great Britain. 

Loudon {21/7/09)·-Australian rrusms 
are cheaper; Brown Lexia.s, 27/, :~.8/; 
(;olden, 30.'; Californian· Plums, ·63/8; 
t )regon Plums, 43/, 48/; apricots (new), 
~7 ' .14/. 

Bristol {22/7.-09).-Currants still offer 
at 19/6 to 20/ for Provincial; Amalias, 
21. to 22/; Patra.s, 22/ to 25/; Vostizza, 
choice to extra, 24/ to 32/, according to 
.:->election. Valencia Raisins are quoted 
21 to 23/ for half-boxes, quarter~boxes 
2l• to 34/ for fine to choice lots; A usa 
tralian, 36/ to 38/ for ball-boxes. For 
the bett-er dass of Sultana Raisins the 
detnand continues pretty satisfactory, but 
.... tacks are now getting low, and choice 
pale fruit is held for 36/ to 42/, according 
to character; fine paroels are offered at 
-, to 31/; ordinary to good selections 
bf"i11g obtain.1b]e at 21/ to 23/. 

I .ondon (.q/7/1)())·- Apples, almonds, 
datt>s, duty lrt:'e; raisins, apricots, plums, 
de., 7/ cwt., duty paid. 

.-\lmot1ds, .:(,'10 to ,6'r4 cwt.; apple 
ri11gs, .l4 , 42/; apricots, 57/, 65/; plum<;, 
~;ih·er, 4fl·, 65/; ('alifornian, 28/, 48/; 
Pippin", .\"ormanLy, (is/, go/; pears, Nor-
111a11hy, ;o/, So/. 
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THE ORGANISATION OF THE INDUSTRY 

The Executive of The A.D.F.A. 

BOARD OF MANAGEMENT 

The members oft he Board, Agents' Representatives and the General Secretary-Manager are listed on the Cont13nts page of this issue. 

COMMITTEES 

'Tr~ Fruits: Mr. F. H. Gill (Chairman), Messrs. J. B. Carvosso, A. R. Milway, P. L Thompson, J. Green, C. J. W8rd, W. H. Leggett, T. 
Spanos, R. C. I. Harris, J. D. Speight. 

Prunes: Mr. F. H. Gill (Chairman). Messrs. A C. I. Harris, C. J. Ward. H. E. Delves. E. B. T. Hall. B. J Sainty, N. Brooke-Kelly, K.. J. 
Beecher, P. Desprez, D. Granger, M.A. Berridge, I. M. Kimber, W. A. Phillips. 

COUNCILS AND BRANCHES 

S.A. River District Council: Messrs. M. B. Jones (Chairman), L. H. Biggs (Secretary). 

Mid-Murray Valley District Council: Messrs. D. N. Hackett (Chairman), N. M. Byrnes (Secretary). 

Chief Executive Officer 
Mr. L. P. Burgess 

Sunraysia District Council: Messrs. F. Tassone (Chairman). J. Wilson (Secretary). 

Nonalrrigated Council: Messrs. A. R. Milway (Chairman). W. Plush (Secretary). 

Griffith District Council: Messrs. 0. Bug no (Chairman), B. J. Sainty (SecretwyJ. 

Young District Council: Messrs. J. W. Manchester (Chairman). P. F. Desprez (Secretary). 

Branch 
Angaston .. 
Barmera .... 
Berri 
Cadell ..... . 
Clare .. . 
Coomealla. 
GoiGol. 
Goodnight 
Koraleigh . 
Loxton ... 
Merbein 
Mildura 
Moorook .. 
Mclaren Flat. 
Nyah District . 
Pomona 
Red Cliffs . 
Renmark. 
Robinvale. 
S.A Prune-growers 
Waikerie .. 
Western Australia . 
Woorinen .. 

Chairman 
.. A. R. Milway 

............. L E. McCreanor 

............. T. Spanos 
... R. W. Tiller 
..I. M. Kimber 

.... V. L. Byrnes 
.. F. Tassone 
· J. Hackett 
. W. M. Looney 
. M. B. Jones 

.... W. R. Hudson 
. . H. M. Tankard 
. A J. MaCLean 
.o. Low 

. ... B. K. Boulton 
.. L. A Webb 

. ... A. W Milne 
. .. C. L. Roy 
. .G. J. Black 
.. 1. M. Kimber 

. ... K. H. Andrew 
.A. G. Watt 
. J. R. Patterson 

HEAD OFFICE 

Secretary 
S. Johnson 
L. Coats 
R. H. Curren 
R. D. Harris 
M. N. Hocking 
J. K. Brennan 
A D. George 
D. M. Connick 
0. M. Ward 
D. W. Huxtable 
G. M. Hudson 
J. Lock (Mrs.) . 
E. C. Ried 
J. N. Dyer 
I. R. Lloyd 
W. H. Bond 
M. V. Sutterby 
P. T. Critchley 
I. T. Henderson 
R. D. Hastwell 
P. L. Thompson 
W. S. James 
P. B. Goodman 

~sunraysia House," 24 Jeffcott Street, Melbourne, 3003. (Box No. 4524). 
Telephone: 30-3019 

Telegraphic address: "AdfaSson, Melbourne". 

Marketing Manager 
Mr. L. P. Griffith 
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